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Abstract
Over the last few decades, research in reversible logic has increasingly
become very popular and it is gaining greater momentum in the present word.
Reversible logic has started finding concert applications in quantum
computing, optical computing, nano-technology based system, low-power
CMOS design, VLSI design. The principal objective of this work is to argue
for quantum implementation of various reversible logic gates by using CNOT, Controlled-V and Controlled-V+ gates. The present work presents
parallel adder/subtractor (with over flow detection), as well as Binary coded
decimal adder (BCD) in terms of number of gates, garbage outputs, quantum
cost, delay and hardware complexity compared to existing design.
Keywords: Parallel adder/subtractor, Quantum cost, Reversible logic, and
Reversible BCD adder.

INTRODUCTION
The process of moving forward in high-level integration and fabrication process has
emerged in superior logic circuits and energy loss has also been significantly reduced
over the last decades. This inclination of decrease of heat in computation as well has
its physical limit are achieved. According to Landauer [1, 2], in logic computation all
bits of information loss generates KTln2 joules of heat energy where K is
Boltzmann’s constants of 1.38 × 10−23 J/K and T is absolute temperature of the
environment. At room temperature, the dissipating heat is around 2.9 × 10−21 J .
Energy loss due to Landauer limit is also important as it is probable that the increase
of heat production causing information loss will be perceptible in future.
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Reversible circuits are essentially dissimilar from conventionally irreversible ones. In
reversible logic, no information is lost, i.e. the circuit that does not lose information is
reversible. Bennett [3] showed that zero energy dissipation would be likely if the
system consists of reversible gates only. As a result, reversibility will be a necessary
for the future circuit design. Quantum computation is also acquiring reputation as
some exponentially hard problems can be solved in polynomial time [4]. It is known
that the quantum computation is reversible. Therefore, research throughout reversible
logic is useful for the improvement of future technologies; it has the possible to
methods of quantum circuit construction resulting in more powerful computers.
Quantum Technology is not only one, where reversibility is used.
There are a number of existing reversible gates such as the Feynman gate (FG),
Double Feynman gate, Fredkin gate (FRG), Toffoli gate (TG), Peres gate (PG) or
New Toffoli gate (NTG), New gate (NG), HNG gate, HNFG gate, OTG gate, TSG
gate, MTSG gate, MIG gate, TR gate, NFT gate, NCT gate, R-gate, BVF gate, IG
gate, RMF gate, MKG gate. Reversible logic has extensive applications in futuristic
technologies such as Quantum computing, Quantum dot cellular automata, Nano
technology, Optical computing, Ultra low power VLSI design, Low power CMOS
circuits, DNA technology etc.
A very significant application of reversible logic is quantum computers. A quantum
computer will be viewed as a quantum network (or a family of quantum networks), it
is a group of quantum logic gates; each gate performing an elementary unitary
operation on one, two or more than two-state quantum systems called qubit. Every
elementary unit of information is potentially represented by qubit, corresponding to
the classical bit values 0 and 1. Any unitary function is reversible and for this reason,
quantum networks are required to be built from reversible logic components [5, 6].
The reversible logic circuits are designed based on the quantum cost, delay, and the
number of garbage outputs. Garbage outputs do not perform any useful operations;
they are not utilized in outputs in reversible circuits which exist just to maintain
reversibility.
A reversible logic circuit must have the following characteristics [7]:
• Use minimum constant inputs.
• Use minimum number of reversible gates.
• Use minimum number of garbage outputs.
• Keep the length of the cascading gate minimum.
Before going to find the quantum cost of reversible gates, it is important to understand
how to measure quantum cost of reversible gates. A reversible gate is an M-input and
M-output i.e. it can produce unique output vector [8,9] from each input vector and
vice versa. Therefore reversible gates are circuits in which the number of outputs is
equal to the number inputs. Quantum cost can be calculated as a total number of 2x2
gates and 1x1 gates. 2x2 gates such as C-NOT, V-gate, V+-gate and 1x1 gate is a
NOT gate.
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PRIMITIVE GATES:
Inverter (NOT), C-NOT, V and V+ are called primitive gates
NOT gate: A NOT gate is a 1x1 gate is shown in Fig.1. A single qubit is inverted
quantum cost of NOT gate is 0 (zero) [10].

Fig.1. NOT gate

Fig.2. C- NOT gate

Controlled-NOT gate: C-NOT gate is shown in Fig.2. If the control qubit is one,
then the target bit is inverted. It is a 2x2 gate; quantum cost of C-NOT gate is 1.
Controlled –V gate: Controlled -V gate [11] is shown in Fig.3(a). If the control
signal A=0, then the Q-bit B will be passed through the controlled part without any
change, i.e. Q=B. While the control signal A=1 then the unitary operation V =
i+1 1
−i
(
) is applied to the input B, i.e., V(B). Quantum cost of Controlled-V gate
2 −i
1
is 1.
Controlled- V+ gate: The controlled V+ gate [11] is shown in Fig.3(b). The V+ gate
performs the inverse operation of the V gate and is also a square root of NOT. If the
control signal A=0 then the Q-bit B will be passed through the controlled part without
any change, i.e. Q=B. While the control signal A=1 then the unitry operation V+ = V-1
is applied to the input B, i.e., Q=V+(B). Quantum cost of Controlled-V+ gate is 1.

Fig.3(a). Controlled V gate

Fig.3(b). Controlled V+ gate

The V and V+ Quantum gates contain the following properties
V x V+ = V+ x V = I
V x V = NOT
V+ x V+ = NOT
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Based on the above discussion, two controlled V gates (or) two controlled V+ gates
can be connected in series as shown in Fig.4(a) and Fig.4(b) which is equal to inverter
(NOT). If one controlled V gates and one controlled V+ gates are connected in series
(or) one controlled V+ gates and one controlled V gates are connected series as shown
in Fig.4(c) and Fig.4(d) which is equal to (identity matrix) identical value (or) simply
acts as BUFFER gate [12].

Fig.4(a). V-gates are in series

Fig.4(b). V+-gates are in series

Fig.4(c). V gate and V+-gates are in series Fig.4(d). V+ gate and V-gates are in series
SWAP gate: SWAP gate is also one type of reversible gate. SWAP gate simply
exchanges the bits which it has received is shown in Fig.5(a). Quantum
implementation of the SWAP gate is constructed in two ways, in the first way, the
SWAP gate is constructed by using C-NOT gate, that results quantum cost of 3 is
shown in Fig.5(b). In the second way, integrated qubit [13] are used to construct
SWAP gate as shown in Fig.5(c), then it’s quantum cost is reduced by 1 compared to
SWAP gate by Integrated Qubit gate (resulting quantum cost is 2)

(or)
Fig.5(a). SWAP gate

Fig.5(b). SWAP gate by C-NOT
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(or)
Fig.5(c).SWAP gate by Integrated Qubit

BASIC TERMS OF REVERSIBLE LOGIC :
There are many parameters for determining the performance and complexity of the
circuits.
Quantum Cost: The cost of the circuit in terms of the number of primitive gates
(1x1, 2x2) is referred as its quantum cost.
Garbage Outputs: The number of unused outputs presented in a reversible logic
circuit cannot be avoided. Therefore, these are essential to maintain the reversibility
and are referred as garbage outputs.
Constant Inputs: The numbers of inputs that are to be maintained constant at either 0
or 1 in order to synthesis the given logic function.
Delay: Delay of reversible circuit is defined as delay of critical path. Critical path
states that maximum number of gates is used between input and output in the circuit.
Total logical calculations: The total logical calculations of reversible logic specify
the number of XOR gates, NOT gates, and AND gates in the circuits. Consequently
the Total logical calculations can be determined using the following equation;
T= α + β + δ

(1)

Where
T = Total logical calculation
δ = A NOT calculation
β = A two input AND gate calculation
α = A two input EX-OR gate calculation
VARIOUS REVERSIBLE LOGIC GATES AND THEIR QUANTUM COST:
Many reversible gates and their quantum costs are presented in the literature. They
are, Feynman gate (FG) [14], Double Feynman gate [15], Fredkin gate (FRG) [16],
Toffoli gate (TG) [17], Peres gate (PG) or New Toffoli gate (NTG) [18], New gate
(NG) [19], HNG gate [20], HNFG gate [20], OTG gate [21], TSG gate [22, 23],
MTSG gate [24], MIG gate [25], TR gate [26], NFT gate [27], NCT gate [28], R-gate
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[29], BVF gate[30,31], IG gate [32], RMF gate [33], MKG gate [34]. All gates have
an equal number of input and output lines. The gates are designed in such a way that
there is unique input and output combination.
Reversible NOT Gate: Reversible NOT gate is 1x1 gate i.e. one input and one
output as shown in Fig.6(a). Let us consider the input as A and output as P.
Individually the output is P=A’. The implementation of NOT gate involves the
quantum cost of 0(zero).Quantum equivalent circuit of reversible NOT gate is shown
in Fig.6(b). Overall logical computation is T=1δ.

Fig.6(a): Reversible NOT gate

Fig.6(b): Quantum equivalent NOT gate

Feynman Gate (FG) (or) Controlled NOT Gate: Fig 7(a) represents a 2x2 Feynman
gate also called as Controlled NOT gate (CNOT). Consider the inputs A and B and
the outputs are P and Q. Individually the outputs are P=A; Q=A B. It is used as
single copying of gate when B=0 as shown in Fig.7(b). If B=1, the FG gate acts as
inverter as shown in Fig.7(c). The implementation of FG results the quantum cost of
one. Quantum equivalent circuit of FG gate is shown in Fig.7(d). Overall logical
computation is found to be T=1α.

Fig.7(a): FG gate Fig.7(b): FG as single copying gate Fig.7(c): FG gate as inverter

Fig.7(d): Quantum equivalent of FG gate
Double Feynman Gate: Cascading of two FG gates can be called a Double FG gate
is shown in Fig.8(a). Let us consider the inputs are A, B and C and the outputs are P,
Q and R. Individually the outputs P=A; Q=A B; R=A C. It is also used as double
copying of gate when B=C=0 as shown in Fig.8(b). The implementation of double
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Feynman gate results the quantum cost of 2. Quantum equivalent circuit of double FG
gate is shown in Fig.8(c). Overall logical computation is found to be T= 2α

Fig.8(a): Double FG gate

Fig.8(b): Double FG gate as double copying gate

Fig.8(c): Quantum equivalent of double FG gate
Toffoli Gate: A 3x3 Toffoli gate is shown in Fig.9(a). Let us consider the inputs are
A, B and C and the outputs are P, Q and R. Individually the outputs P=A; Q=B;
R=AB C. Toffoli gate plays a very important role in the reversible gate. Any
boolean function can be implemented by using TG gate, therefore it is also called
universal gate. The implementation of Toffoli gate involves the quantum cost of 5.
Quantum equivalent circuit of TG gate is shown in Fig.9(b). Overall logical
computation is found to be T= 1α + 1β.

Fig.9(a): TG gate

Fig.9(b): Quantum equivalent of TG gate

Fredkin Gate (FRG): A 3x3 Fredkin gate is shown in Fig.10(a). Let us consider the
inputs are A, B and C and the outputs are P, Q and R. Individually the outputs are
P=A; Q=A’B AC; R=A’C AB. Quantum cost of each dotted rectangular box as
shown in Fig.10(b) is one. Therefore implementation of Fredikin gate involves the
quantum cost of 5. Quantum equivalent circuit of FRG gate is shown in Fig.10(b).
Overall logical computation is found to be T= 2α+4β+1δ.
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Fig.10(a): FRG gate

Fig.10(b): Quantum equivalent of FRG gate

New Toffoli Gate (or) Peres Gate: A 3x3 NTG gate is shown in Fig.11(a). Peres
gate is the combination of FG and TG gate. Let us consider the inputs are A, B and C
and the outputs are P, Q and R. Individually the outputs are P=A, Q=A B, R=AB
C.The implementation of Peres gate involves the quantum cost of 4. Quantum
equivalent circuit of NTG gate is shown in Fig.11(b). Overall logical computation is
found to be T= 2α + 1β.

Fig.11(a): NTG gate

Fig.11(b): Quantum equivalent of NTG gate

New Gate: A 3x3 NG gate is shown in Fig.12(a). Let us consider the inputs are A, B
and C and the outputs are P, Q and R. Individually the outputs are P=A, Q=AB C,
R=A’C’ B’. Quantum cost of each dotted rectangular box as shown in Fig.12(b) is
one. Therefore the implementation of New gate involves quantum cost of 11.
Quantum equivalent circuit of NG gate as shown in Fig.12(b). Overall logical
computation is found to be T= 2α + 2β+3δ.

Fig.12(a): NG gate

Fig.12(b): Quantum equivalent of NG gate

HNG Gate: A 4x4 HNG gate is shown in Fig.13(a). Let us consider the inputs are A,
B, C and D and the outputs are P, Q, R and S. Individually the outputs P=A, Q=B,
R=A B C, S=(A B)C AB D. HNG gate singly acts as full adder if D=0 as
shown in Fig.13(b). The implementation of HNG gate involves quantum cost of 6.
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Quantum equivalent circuit of HNG gate is shown in Fig.13(c). Overall logical
computation is found to be T= 4α + 2β.

Fig.13(a):HNG gate

Fig.13(b):HNG gate as full-adder

Fig.13(c): Quantum equivalent of HNG gate
HNFG Gate: A 4x4 HNFG gate is shown in Fig.14(a). Let us consider the inputs as
A, B, C and D and the outputs P, Q, R and S. Individually the outputs are P=A, Q=A
C; R=B; S=B D. HNFG gate is suitable for a single copy of two bits without any
garbage output, If C=D=0 is shown in Fig.14(b). The implementation of HNFG gate
involves quantum cost of 5 (by using C-NOT as swaping gate) as shown in Fig.14(c).
Quantum cost is also reduced by using integrated Qubit gate as shown in Fig.14(d). is
4. Quantum equivalent circuit of HNFG gate is shown in Fig.14(c) and Fig.14(d).
Overall logical computation is found to be T= 2α.

Fig.14(a): HNFG gate

Fig.14(b): HNFG gate as single copy of two bits

Fig.14(c): Quantum equivalent of HNFG gate
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Fig.14(d): Quantum equivalent of HNFG gate
OTG Gate: OTG means Online Testable Gate. A 4x4 OTG gate is shown in
Fig.15(a). It provides online testability in reversible logic circuits. Let us consider the
inputs as A, B, C and D and the outputs are P, Q, R and S. Individually the outputs
are P=A, Q=A B, R=A B D, S=(A B)D AB C. All Boolean functions can
also be realized by using OTG gate and also work singly as a reversible full-adder if
C=0 and D=Cin as shown in Fig.15(b). the implementation of OTG gate involves
quantum cost of 9 by using C-NOT as swaping gate as shown in Fig.15(c). or the
implementation of OTG gate involves quantum cost of 8 by using integrated Qubit
gate is shown in Fig.15(d). Quantum equivalent circuit of OTG gate is shown in
Fig.15(c) and Fig.15(d). Overall logical computation is found to be T= 4α + 2β.

Fig.15(a): OTG gate

Fig.15(b): OTG gate as full-adder

Fig.15(c): Quantum equivalent of OTG gate

Fig.15(d): Quantum equivalent of OTG gate
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TSG Gate: A 4x4 TSG gate is shown in Fig.16(a). Let us consider the inputs as A, B,
C and D and the output are P, Q, R and S. Individually the outputs are P=A, Q=A’C’
B’, R=(A’C’ B’) D, S=(A’C’ B’)D AB C. TSG gate is a universal gate
because all Boolean functions can also be realized by using TSG gate and also work
singly as a reversible full-adder with large reversible functions, if C=0 and D= Cin as
shown in Fig.16(b). The implementation of TSG gate involves quantum cost of 18 by
using C-NOT as swaping gates is shown in Fig.16(c). or the implementation of TSG
gate involves quantum cost of 17 by using integrated Qubit gate is shown in
Fig.16(d). Quantum equivalent circuit of TSG gate is shown in Fig.16(c) and
Fig.16(d). Overall logical computation is found to be T= 4α + 3β+3δ.

Fig.16(a): TSG gate

Fig.16(b): TSG gate as full-adder

Fig.16(c): Quantum equivalent of TSG gate

Fig.16(d): Quantum equivalent of TSG gate
MTSG Gate: A 4x4 MTSG gate is shown in Fig.17(a). The modified TSG gate is a
MTSG gate. Let us consider the inputs as A, B, C and D and the outputs are P, Q, R
and S. Individually the outputs are P=A, Q=A B, R=A B C, S=(A B)C AB
D. MTSG gate singly acts as full adder, if C=Cin, D=0 as shown in Fig.17(b). The
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implementation of MTSG gate involves quantum cost of 6. Quantum equivalent
circuit of MTSG gate is shown in Fig.17(c). Overall logical computation is found to
be found to be T= 4α + 2β.

Fig.17(a): MTSG gate

Fig.17(b): MTSG gate as full-adder

Fig.17(c): Quantum equivalent of MTSG gate
MIG Gate: A 4x4 MIG gate is shown in Fig.18(a). Let us consider the inputs as A,
B, C and D and the outputs are P, Q, R and S. Individually the outputs are P=A, Q=A
B, R=AB C, S=AB’ D. Quantum cost of dotted rectangular box as shown in
Fig.18(b). is one. Therefore the implementation of MIG gate involves quantum cost
of 7. Quantum equivalent circuit of MIG gate is shown in Fig.18(b). Overall logical
computation is found to be T= 3α + 2β+1δ.

Fig.18(a): MIG gate

Fig.18(b): Quantum equivalent of MIG gate

TR Gate: A 3x3 TR gate is shown in Fig.19(a). Let us consider the inputs as A, B and
C and the output are P, Q and R. Individually the outputs are P=A, Q=A B, R=AB’
C. 1 is the quantum cost of each dotted rectangular box as shown in Fig.19(b).
Therefore the implementation of TR gate results quantum cost of 4. Quantum
equivalent circuit of TR gate is shown in Fig.19(b). Overall logical computation is
found to be T= 2α +1β +1δ.
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Fig.19(b): Quantum equivalent of TR gate

NEW FAULT TOLERANT (NFT) GATE:
A 3x3 NFT gate is shown in Fig.20(a). Let us consider the inputs as A, B and C and
the output are P, Q and R. Individually the outputs are P=A, Q=B’C AC’, R=BC
AC’. 1 is the quantum cost of each dotted rectangular box as shown in Fig.20(b).
Therefore the implementation of NFT gate involves quantum cost of 7. Quantum
equivalent circuit of NFT gate is shown in Fig.20(b). Overall logical computation is
found to be T= 2α + 3β+2δ.

Fig.20(a): NFT gate

Fig.20(b): Quantum equivalent of NFT gate

NCT Gate: A 3x3 NCT gate is shown in Fig.21(a). Let us consider the inputs as A, B
and C and the outputs are P, Q and R. Individually the outputs are P=A, Q=B,
R=A’B’ C. Therefore the implementation of NCT gate involves quantum cost of 5.
Quantum equivalent circuit of NCT gate is shown in Fig.21(b). Overall logical
computation is found to be T= 1α +1β+2δ.

Fig.21(a): NCT gate

Fig.21(b): Quantum equivalent of NCT gate

R Gate: A 3x3 R gate is shown in Fig.22(a). Let us consider the inputs as A, B and C
and the outputs are P, Q and R. Individually the outputs are P=A B, Q=A, R=C’
AB. Therefore the implementation of R gate involves quantum cost of 5. Quantum
equivalent circuit of R gate is shown in Fig.22(b). Overall logical computation is
found to be T= 2α + 1β+1δ.
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Fig.22(a): R gate

Fig.22(b): Quantum representation of R gate

BVF Gate: A 4x4 BVF gate is shown in Fig.23(a). Let us consider the inputs as A, B,
C and D and the outputs are P, Q, R and S. Individually the outputs are P=A, Q=A
B, R=C, S=C D. Therefore the implementation of BVF gate involves quantum cost
of 2. Quantum equivalent circuit of BVF gate is shown in Fig.23(b). Overall logical
computation is found to be T= 2α.

Fig.23(a): BVF gate

Fig.23(b): Quantum equivalent of BVF gate

RMF Gate: A 4x4 RMF gate is shown in Fig.24(a). Let us consider the inputs as A,
B, C and D and the outputs are P, Q, R and S. Individually the outputs are P=A, Q=A
B, R=A B C, S=AB D. Therefore the implementation of RMF gate involves
quantum cost of 5. Quantum equivalent circuit of RMF gate is shown in Fig.24(b).
Overall logical computation is found to be T= 4α + 3β+1δ.

Fig.24(a): RMF gate

Fig.24(b): Quantum equivalent of RMF gate

IG Gate: A 4x4 IG gate is shown in Fig.25(a). Let us consider the inputs as A, B, C
and D and the outputs are P, Q, R and S. Individually the outputs are P=A, Q=A B,
R=AB C, S=DB B’(A D). Modified version of MIG gate is IG gate. Therefore the
implementation of IG gate involves quantum cost of 9. Quantum equivalent circuit
of IG gate is shown in Fig.25(b). Overall logical computation is found to be T= 3α +
3β+1δ.
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Fig.25(b): Quantum equivalent of IG gate

MKG Gate: A 4x4 MKG gate is shown in Fig.26(a). Let us consider the inputs as A,
B, C and D and the outputs are P, Q, R and S. Individually the outputs are P=A, Q=C,
R= (A’D’ B’) C, S=(A’D’ B’)C (AB D). Therefore the implementation of
MIG gate involves quantum cost of 16 by using C-NOT as swaping gate as shown in
Fig.26(b). Or the implementation of MIG gate involves quantum cost of 15 by using
integrated Qubit gate is shown in Fig.26(c). Quantum equivalent circuit of MKG gate
is shown in Fig.26(b) and Fig.26(c). Overall logical computation is T= 4α + 3β+3δ.

Fig.26(a): MKG gate

Fig.26(b): Quantum equivalent of MKG gate

Fig.26(c): Quantum equivalent of MKG gate

DESIGN OF REVERSIBLE ADDERS
The design of reversible arithmetic adders, such as ripple carry adder, parallel
adder/subtractor, and BCD adder plays very significant role in designing system
hardware.
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4-BIT RIPPLE CARRY ADDER:
The basic building block of ripple carry adder is the full adder. Binary adders are
implemented to add two numbers. So 4 Full -Adders are required to add two 4-bit
binary numbers. The reversible ripple carry adder can be designed by cascading the
reversible full adder. In this work, 4-bit ripple carry is designed by cascading 4- HNG
gates as shown in Fig.27. The output expressions for the ripple carry adder are:
S i = A B Ci
and

Ci+1 = (A

(2)
B) Ci

AB

(3)

Where (i=0, 1, 2 ...)
The ripple carry adder is designed with minimum number of reversible gates, garbage
output, quantum cost and total logical calculations.

Fig.27. 4-bit Reversible Ripple carry adder
4-BIT PARALLEL ADDER/SUBTRACTOR (WITH OVERFLOW):
Computers need only one common hardware circuit to handle arithmetic operations
like addition and subtraction. Therefore in the present work, we constructed 4-bit
parallel adder/subtractor (with over flow) as shown in Fig.28. The addition and
subtraction operations can be combined into one circuit through one common binary
adder by adding an EX-OR gate into each full-adder. Reversible parallel
adder/subtractor is constructed by using HNG and FG gates. Depending up on the
mode (M) of operation, the circuit is either a 4-bit full adder or 4-bit full subtractor.
When M=0, the circuit is equivalent to adder i.e. B (bit) XOR 0 = B
bit =0, then the circuit performs the operation A+B (addition).

(bit)

and the Carry

When M=1, the circuit is equivalent to subtractor i.e. B (bit) XOR 1 = inverted (B (bit))
and the carry bit =1, then the circuit performs the operation A-B (subtraction).
Before performing any arithmetic operation, numbers are loaded into registers. For a
number between 0 to 15 we use a register length 4-bits, when two 4-bit numbers are
added/subtract and the result is greater than 4-bits then we get an overflow condition.
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Fig.28. 4-bit Reversible parallel adder/subtractor (with overflow)
BCD ADDER:
If every digit of a decimal number is represented by its corresponding direct binary
code, it is recognized as Binary Coded Decimal (BCD).
While we give two 4 bits BCD numbers to the 4 bit adders, the output exceeds the
BCD range. When the output of the 4 bit adder is taken directly, then it will be an
invalid representation. Therefore it requires some mechanism through which the
output of the 4 bit adder can be adjusted into when it is a valid BCD representation.
To adjust the decimal position when it is greater than 1001(decimal 9), a
combinational circuit for overflow detection is used in the BCD addition to adjust the
decimal position
Overflow-detection algorithm:
The algorithm proposed below has S1, S2, S3 and C4 are the partial sums received
from the parallel adder. Over flow detection bit is F= (S1+S2) S3 C4. The expression
shows that the resulting circuit contains at least two blocks as shown in Fig.29.
The first block contains S1 and S2 i.e. (S1+S2).
The second block contains S3, C4 and also output from first block is (S1+S2) i.e.
(S1+S2) S3 C4.
Therefore the result is F= (S1+S2) S3 C4.
If these two carriers (S1+S2) S3 and C4 are not equal, an overflow occurs.
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If these two carriers (S1+S2) S3 and C4 are equal, an overflow does not occurs.

Fig.29. BCD adder’s Overflow detection logic
Proposed BCD adder:
Adder adds the two BCD digits. A BCD adder uses a circuit which checks the result
at the output of the first adder circuit when the result has exceeded 9 or a carry has
been generated when the circuit determines any of the two error conditions that the
circuit adds a 6 to the original result using the second Adder circuit. The output of the
second Adder gives the correct BCD output. If the circuit finds the result of the first
adder circuit to be a valid BCD number (between 0 and 9 no Carry have been
generated), the circuit adds a zero to the valid BCD result using the second Adder.
The output of the second Adder gives the same result. To The Proposed BCD adder
is designed with 2-parallel adders, 5-FG gates, 1-FRG gate, and 1- NTG gate as
shown in Fig.30. Then the quantum cost, garbage output, and number of gates
required are found to be a minimum. Table-1. Shows that the proposed design is
better than the existing reversible BCD adders and also construction is simple.

Fig.30. Proposed Reversible BCD Adder
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Table-1: Relative Analysis of different reversible BCD adder
Parameters

Existing
circuit[35]

Existing
circuit[36]

19+4FG=23

11+5FG=16

No. of garbage o/p

22

22

22

22

20

Quantum cost

139

Not shown

Not shown

Not shown

62

Number of gates

Total logical
calculations

Existing
circuit[37]

Existing
circuit[20]

Proposed
circuit

19+4FG=23 11+2FG
10+5FG=15
+ 1HNFG=14

32α+24β+24δ 59α+30β+33δ 42α+30β+33δ 49α+21β+6δ 41α+21β+δ

CONCLUSION
In this paper, the investigator presented the quantum cost of various reversible logic
gates. The quantum cost of TSG gate is 17 which is less than the real quantum cost of
TSG designed in references [38, 39]. Reversible computing has enormous potential to
reduce the complexity of the digital circuits. Reversible computing has enormous
potential to reduce the complexity of the digital circuits. Different reversible logic
gates meant for this purpose have been introduced by different types of research.
These gates we can be used in design of several combinational or sequential circuits
with several advantages over conventional gates. The 4x4 reversible logic gates is
HNG gate. HNG gate alone acts as reversible full-adder circuit and it produces two
garbage outputs. The proposed reversible BCD adder circuit was designed with
minimum quantum cost. This concept can be used in design of large reversible
systems as reversible gates which are necessary for quantum computers, because all
quantum computers are designed or built with reversible components. The proposed
design has all the good features of reversible logic synthesis.
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